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Crime
R e p o r t

Drugged driver

caught with firearm

Fugitive nabbed
In a similar case, Jahra police arrested a drugs addict

after he showed resistance. They discovered that he is
wanted to by authorities to serve six years in jail over a
previous case. Police had ordered the man to pull his
vehicle over because it had illegally tinted windows.
They soon discovered that he was under the influence
of drugs, so they placed him under arrest and set him to
the concerned authorities.

Search for runaway thieves
Jahra prosecutor ordered an investigation to identify

an arrest of four people who robbed a citizen and left
behind a vehicle that was likely stolen. A Kuwaiti man had
told Naeem police that he was approached while being at
a co-op society’s parking lot by four men, who robbed KD
160 from him at knifepoint. The four ran away on foot
afterwards, leaving behind a luxury vehicle that they were
driving. Separately, investigations are ongoing to identify
and arrest a thief who stole a purse containing two smart-
phones, a civil ID and credit cards from a car he broke into.
The vehicle’s owner told police that she came out of a
beauty salon to discover that her car’s window was
smashed. She inspected the vehicle and found out that
her purse which she had left inside was missing. Forensics
personnel were sent to take fingerprints from the vehicle.

The true meaning of parenthood is personified
when two pigeons are seen alternating care for the
eggs, and feeding their little ones until they are

able to fly. I recently noticed two birds who chose thin
metal wires that cannot be bent to build their nest. They
chose soft wooden tweaks to build the nest and made it
in a round shape

Two days later, the female pigeon laid the eggs.
When strong winds came around, the pigeon did not
leave its nest, and that in order to protect its young.
Then when the winds calmed down, the mother left
briefly before returning while carrying food in its beak to
feed them.

In order to teach her young how to fly though they
are still captive to their nest, the mother kept her beak at
a distance to force the young to reach for the food while
they flap their wings. So it was a lesson for feeding and
flying at the same time. That is true motherhood that
never ends for all Almighty Allah’s creation.

Sometimes the mother gives her young some self-
confidence, so she flies and leaves them for minutes, in
order for them to develop the courage to get out of the
nest. They take a few steps outside, then return back to
the nest scared.

The mother returns, so the young hide under her

wings to receive security and food. They stay that way
for few a weeks until they grow old enough to become
self-dependent and fly into the empty space, complet-
ing the cycle of life by building their own nests.

Motherhood is found in all of the creations of
Allah Almighty. A mother is a never-ending river of
endless passion and giving for her young, and to
protect them until the very last breath of her life.
That is the great advantage Allah Almighty gave to
every mother. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

Mothers’ great advantage

Al-Qabas

Kuwait News Agency recently carried an indirect
denial by Deputy Prime Minister and Finance
Minister Anas Al-Saleh for information mentioned

in my column published on March 5, 2017 and titled
“False Document.’ The minister asserted that the econom-
ic reform document (the government’s blueprint to
achieve economic reform) was based on correct studies
and factual numbers. From a professional standpoint, the
minister was supposed to send his denial to Al-Qabas
Newspaper. As for me personally, I would like to assert
that I do not spread ‘rumors’  as the minister hinted in his
statement, which seems to have been prepared hastily by
the way. Not to mention that my writings are subject to
professional and legal scrutiny followed by Al-Qabas.

Yet, the minister selected a method through which he
can impose his statement, in order to protect himself
from professional comments. This is an unknown practice
that contradicts with the simplest of media rules, that is if
the government was actually seeking to instill credibility
in its vision to begin with!

It may be a political reason that made the minister
ignore the source of the news and its writer, and instead
refer to it as ‘social media rumors.’ The numbers men-
tioned in my column were quoted from an Al-Seyassa
newspaper article published on February 7, 2017, quot-
ing sources in the economic committee in the parlia-
ment. Furthermore, several MPs were quoted in the
report; which also included a comment saying “the new
development came when the government admitted
through Al-Saleh that the documents was not based on
factual studies and numbers, which opened MPs’ appetite
to talk about canceling the document.”

I am not concerned with discussing the news item
itself. I am concerned with its content, as refuting the
news is the responsibility of the finance minister and the
team of experts. The minister did not confirm or deny the
news when it was first published, and I waited for him to
release a statement. However, my column caught his
attention to the news, albeit one month late, and he
released a comment on the day the cabinet met after the
response that my column good and positive feedback
from many economic experts and those interested in the
economic affairs. To explain further, the finance minister
never made a statement about the reform document for
over a year, despite many comments made by experts,
including former deputy premier, finance minister and
central bank governor Sheikh Salem Al-Abdelaziz Al-
Sabah who said in an article published by Al-Rai on July
2017 that “the document lacked many issues.”

Reform is a national march with a continuous dynamic
nature that needs a roadmap, according to Sheikh Salem.
I do not think that a statement like this is easy to compre-
hend for those who are not concerned with the field.

The minister’s document is made of empty data and
indicators, not solutions and deep treatment of econom-
ic, financial and social defects, that treat the wounds of
yesterday and today! Marketing the document requires
political and economic proficiency that creates real part-
nership with the people based on credibility and profes-
sionalism, besides the necessary to put the economic
aspect ahead of financial and currency policy, as reform is
indivisible. — Translated by Kuwait Times from 

The economic reform

Al-Qabas

By Khalid Al-Tarrah

KUWAIT: Police arrested a man who was driving under the
influence of drugs while holding a loaded AK-47 rifle, accord-
ing to police. Officers had rushed to a location where several
people reported in emergency calls that a man was driving
while waving a mechanical weapon from his vehicle’s win-
dow. Police were able to subdue to the man and place him
under arrest. He was taken to the police station to be identi-
fied because he was too inebriated to speak cohesively with
officers. He was later transferred to Farwaniya Hospital for a
medical check. The man faces charges of drug abuse, posses-
sion of an unlicensed firearm, and reckless driving.

By Nafeeah Al-Zuwayed

Suspected ‘extremist’
Investigations are ongoing in a case involving a man

who claims that his son is an extremist, while the young
man says that his father is mentally ill. Police had headed to
a house in Taima after receiving an emergency call about a
fight and possible arms possession. A bedoon man
answered the door, and told police that he suspects that
his son has joined Daesh. He claimed that the young man
possessed a weapon, and often met with people he never
seen before in the area. Police asked to see the young man,
who came out and told police that his father has a mental
disorder and often acts strangely when he is off medica-
tion. Preliminary investigations revealed that the father
had done the same to his son before. The case is pending a
mental evaluation test for the father. 

Al-Jarida

Cooperation
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Collapse
A man was rushed to Farwaniya Hospital after he col-

lapsed inside his Sulaibiya house following a fight he had in
Salmiya. The man arrived unconscious at the hospital, and
told police after regaining consciousness that unknown
persons beat him up inside a Salmiya cafe. A case was filed
for investigations. — Translated from the Arabic press

KUWAIT: As part of their long-lasting commit-
ment to upholding their social responsibility
values, Kuwait Motoring Company (KMC), the
premier driving school in Kuwait, has collabo-
rated once more with the Ministry of Interior
(MOI) to take part in the 33rd edition of the
Gulf Traffic Week. KMC annually participates
and supports this regional initiative to raise
awareness on traffic safety and responsible
driving. This year, KMC hosted a tour around
its premises for senior officials in MOI’s General
Traffic Authority, visiting Gulf delegations as
well as local media.

Public and Government Relations Manager,
Saqr Al-Rashoud, provided a general overview
of the services provided by KMC, which
adheres to highest of international standards
of motoring, stating: “KMC aims to provide
road safety education and driving training for
all vehicle categories with highest quality
standards. It also strives to improve motorists`
traffic safety awareness, thus reducing traffic
accidents and traffic related injuries. Traffic

safety is an important factor in achieving
development in any country, and we com-
mend the role of policemen in minimizing
traffic congestions and achieving the highest
levels of traffic security.”

The dignitaries had the chance to witness
the modern and state-of-the-art training facili-
ties at KMC, including its theoretical education
classes, as well as the vast training grounds
and simulators for practical training on all
sorts of vehicles. Most importantly, they man-
aged to observe KMC’s in-house MOI Traffic
Department, established on premises to
process police test appointments and issuing
driving licenses.

During the tour, Rashoud also demonstrat-
ed the special services that Pro-Drive Academy
for Motorsports provides, including all means
of safe and professional training on car drift-
ing, a sports training which takes place in a ful-
ly utilized and controlled educational facility.
He also mentioned that ProDrive is the first
academy in Kuwait to provide licensed and

professional training for drifting enthusiasts
under the supervision of skilled trainers and
according to the highest international stan-
dards, with a pre-practicing presentation on
safety and security regulations and conditions.

In order to further attend to their clients’
needs, KMC is now providing safe and profes-
sional training on driving Harley Davidson
motorcycles for the first time in Kuwait.
“Today KMC is a world-class driving training
institution that incorporates modern theoreti-
cal classes and advanced practical lessons on
vast training grounds, with 3 branches located
across the state Kuwait - in Shuwaikh,
Farwaniya and Sabahiya. KMC’s Theoretical
training covers traffic laws, driving behavior,
traffic signs, car mechanics and first aid, while
it also offers pre-license training on light and
heavy vehicle s(truck and buses), construction
vehicles and manual car driving. Sports utility
vehicle (SUV) driving and driving for special
needs is also part of KMC’s training services”
added Rashoud.

KMC strives to reduce traffic accidents and
related injuries through the provision of high
quality driver training which encourages
clients to adopt attitudes and behaviors
focused on safety and hazard awareness.

At the end of the visit, Traffic Department

officials were highly impressed by the services
that KMC uniquely provides. They also
expressed their gratitude and emphasized on
the importance of continuing such initiatives
and programs to raise awareness of traffic safe-
ty to reduce accidents and traffic fatalities.

GCC Traffic officials visit Kuwait Motoring Company
As part of the 33rd edition of the Gulf Traffic Week

KUWAIT: GCC traffic officials pose outside Kuwait Motoring Company’s building. — Photos by Joseph Shagra


